
Long tapes that adapt 
to the job you’re doing. 
Interchangeable end attachments  
for the ultimate in versatility.  
A design breakthrough.  
Only from Lufkin. 



Extra large Appraiser’s Hook is coated  
with soft rubber for extra holding power  
on hard, smooth surfaces.

Here’s why: We began by looking at how long tapes are used. We compared that to 

how they’re designed. Although they are used quite differently, they’re all designed 

basically the same. Same frame, same end hook, same everything.  

So we wondered

Ring Attachment clips onto supplied  
8 ½-inch anodized aluminum stake for  
easy one-person long-distance measuring.

Folding Hook provides the most accurate  
measurement on squared-off, medium-hard  
starting points; closes for accurate  
inside measuring.

Easy-to-read ¾-inch wide two-color blade  
shows feet (in 10ths and 100ths) on one 
side; inches (in 16ths) and feet on the other

Blade is made of 60 strands of fiberglass  
encased in two layers of PVC for extra long life

Rust-proof fiberglass blade is waterproof,  
kink-proof, resists dirt and wipes clean easily

Diagram indicates  
measurements start  
point for each  
end attachment.
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It’s simply the most versatile  
   fiberglass long tape ever made.

And after a good amount of time and a lot of merely good 

ideas, we came upon a simply great one: interchangeable 

end attachments that allow the tape to adapt to different 

user needs. Each attaches to the tape with a snap-fit  

fastener like you find on backpacks and kids toys.  

Simple and tough. 

“How can we make a long tape  
   that simply works better?” 

Three different end attachments provide a workable  

solution for just about every measuring situation:  

         When open, the folding hook has sharp 

gripping teeth that really bite into wood and other  

soft surfaces. In its closed position, it can be used  

to accurately measure inside dimensions. 

        The larger, soft rubber coated  

appraiser’s hook holds on in situations where the starting 

point is tougher to grip, like the hard, smooth surface of  

a gutter downspout. 

              When you’re working alone, you’ll appreciate  

the ring attachment. Just snap it onto the supplied  

anodized aluminum stake and you’re set to do some  

serious one-person long-distance measuring.

interchangeable  
   end attachments 

folding

appraiser’s

ring



Yellow side shows feet in 10ths and 100ths

3:1 gear ratio winder 
retrieves blade faster  
to save time

8 ½-inch anodized aluminum 
stake clips securely to  
back side of tape

Soft, sure-grip handle 
provides extra comfort 
and control

Shock-absorbing cushion 
inserts provide extra  
protection to frame

Rotating mouthpiece reduces blade 
stress for longer life and helps  
maintain blade alignment

NO SKINNED 
KNUCKLES!
NO SKINNED 
KNUCKLES!

Integrated storage  
securely holds all  
three end attachments

Ample knob/handle clearance 

We think you’ll find the interchangeable end attachments 

on the new Lufkin® Pro Series fiberglass long tapes make 

them the most versatile long tapes you’ve ever used. 

But that’s only half the story. Read on to find out  

how these new tapes are as handy and easy  

to use as they are versatile.

White side shows inches in 16ths and feet

Two-sided versatility...  
decimal and feet/inches
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Long tapes that adapt to your job. 
New interchangeable end attachment Pro Series  
Fiberglass Long Tapes. Only from Lufkin®.

Introducing three new Lufkin® fiberglass long tapes. Each features Lufkin’s 

revolutionary new end attachments, so whether you use a 100-foot,  

200-foot, or 300-foot tape, you’ll get the convenience, versatility, and  

time-savings of this groundbreaking new design concept. 

PSFE100 PSFE200 PSFE300

PSFE3PCKIT

Catalog Number Description

PSFE100 ¾" x 100' Pro Series Fiberglass Long Tape

PSFE200 ¾" x 200' Pro Series Fiberglass Long Tape

PSFE300 ¾" x 300' Pro Series Fiberglass Long Tape

PSFE3PCKIT Replacement Kit,  
Pro Series Fiberglass Long Tape End Attachments

The Pro Series Advantage
Tools designated “Pro Series” are the most full-featured,  

best performing products available from Cooper Hand  

Tools, regardless of brand. You’ll find Pro Series products 

available in selected types of tools from Crescent® brand,  

Lufkin®, Nicholson®, and Wiss®. Look for the distinctive 

blue and brushed chrome Pro Series signature packaging.  

When you select Pro Series tools, you know you’re  

getting our best.

Replacement  
end attachments  
available

P.O. Box 728  •  Apex, NC 27502
www.cooperhandtools.com


